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Mihaela Ursa, Indisciplina ficțiunii. Viața 
de după carte a literaturii, Cluj-Napoca, 
Casa Cărţii de Știinţă, 2022

WHAT’S THE POINT OF  
TEACHING CANONICAL  
LITERATURE TODAY?

There is no doubt that all debates 
around the aesthetic canon conse-

quently imply reflections upon the ped-
agogical one. John Guillory notices that 
“evaluative judgements are the necessary 
but not sufficient condition for the process 
of canon formation, and that it is not only 
by understanding the social function and 
institutional protocols of the school that 
we will understand how works are pre-
served, reproduced, and disseminated over 
successive generations and centuries”1. In 
other words, the main purpose (and even 
the starting point) of the canonical battles 
is represented by the more or less extensive 
list of the authors from the (national) cur-
riculum. The conflict between the two sides 
engaged in such disputes (the conservators 
and the relativists) is accentuated by the 
so-called “popular culture” that integrates 
a wide range of “products” (id est “goods”, 
in a literary sense), distinguishable in their 
predictability and standardisation2. 

Generally speaking, two answers and 
attitudes are possible. On one hand, strict-
ly defending a canonical and an inflexible 
repertory means neglecting the most of 
the readers that could find pleasure in a 
contemporary (and obviously noncanon-
ical yet) book. This position feeds serious 
lamentation regarding the reading crisis, 
especially among students, this fact sus-
taining most of the decisions in order to 
protect the list of “dead authors”. For ex-
ample, a brief analysis of the curricula for 
Romanian literature in the twentieth and 
twenty-first century demonstrates that the 
actual “canonical list” of works is the most 
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conservative curriculum in the entire his-
tory of Romanian education3. 

On the other hand, renouncing the 
canon altogether cannot be an adequate 
solution either. Cosmin Borza offers a rel-
evant example of the Swedish and Finnish 
education systems that proposed a curric-
ulum constituted only by simple “recom-
mandations”. As a consequence, in 2006, 
Horace Engdahl pleaded for the reintro-
duction of the canon in the literary stud-
ies, because the previous inexact “list” has 
proved inefficient, emphasising the fact 
that “either the canon driven out on the 
front door returns through the back door, 
the teachers thus choosing to study an 
approximately fixed and identical suite of 
texts, or a sort of interpretative anarchy is 
formed, most of the students’ reading tastes 
leaning towards the ‘thin books written in 
large letters’”4.

In such a context, a study like Mihaela 
Ursa’s recent Indisciplina ficțiunii. Viața de 
după carte a literaturii [The Indiscipline of 
Fiction. The Life after Book of the Literature] 
has all the chances to be rejected by the 
conservative side of the Romanian schol-
ars. Published in 2022, the book confirms 
the author’s interest in comparative liter-
ature, noticeable also in most of her pre-
vious studies, namely Scriitopia, Eroticon. 
Tratat despre ficțiunea amoroasă [Eroticon. 
Treatise on Romance Fiction] or Identitate 
și excentricitate. Comparatismul românesc 
între specific local și globalizare [Identity and 
Eccentricity. The Romanian comparatism be-
tween Local Specific and Globalization]. Far 
from falling in any of the already men-
tioned extremities, Mihaela Ursa proposes 
a new way of accessing the canonical lit-
erature, starting from the premise that the 
need and consumption of the stories have 

actually not changed entirely despite the 
complaints that accompany the so-called 
crisis or even death of literature. 

The study begins with a fertile solu-
tion in order to counterbalance the readers’ 
decrease in number, id est the intermediali-
ty or transmediality, namely the analysis of 
the artefacts that combines more semiotic 
mediums. It is obvious that all famous sto-
ries and characters migrate between litera-
ture, film, video games or other artistic sys-
tems. All these products of the disclaimed 
popular culture could be used in order to 
reinvigorate the reading taste for the can-
on: “I explore here the possibility that in-
volvement in a video game or watching a 
film adaptation before reading the book 
could be [...] just the perfect starting point 
for the motivation of literary reading, but 
also a catalyst for increasing interest in 
classical literature (in a broad sense)”5. For 
example, the screen adaptations of C.S. 
Lewis’ or J.R.R. Tolkien’s novels caused an 
impressive book request. In other words, 
the customers can access the narratives 
not only by reading, but also through an 
interaction with different secondary arte-
facts that could determine a return to the 
literary origins. 

Certainly, such an approach implies 
not only a new perspective on reading, but 
also on teaching literature. Accepting the 
fact that the digital turn is irreversible, the 
teachers should find those appropriate re-
sources and methods which could be used 
in an interdisciplinary overview in order to 
attract the contemporary generations on 
the side of literature and of stories, in par-
ticular. Such an endeavour is not be quite 
simple, but neither impossible. The author 
motivates her concept by three case stud-
ies interested in revealing the intermedial 
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character of the constellation built around 
some canonical stories.

The first case study proposed by Mi-
haela Ursa is dedicated to Jane Austen’s 
Pride and Prejudice. Taking into consider-
ation that Austen is one of the most trans-
mediated canonical authors, it is obvious 
that the general interest in her works is 
also due to the large number of the adap-
tations and reinterpretations based on the 
novels even in very recent years (see, for 
example, the adaptation of Persuasion by 
Netflix in 2022). Mihaela Ursa speculates 
that the demand for the author’s prose is 
motivated by Austen’s symbiosis between a 
realistic view and the irony upon the world, 
an irony that could deconstruct the roman-
tic illusions of the epoch.

Being one of Austen’s most popular 
novels, Pride and Prejudice benefits from 
multiple rewritings, parodies and pastich-
es, one of them published almost recently, 
in 2009. Pride and Prejudice and Zombies: 
The Classic Regency Romance – Now with 
Ultraviolent Zombie Mayhem! by Seth 
Grahame-Smith represents an example of 
the mash-up approach that influenced the 
sales, but also the transmediations in other 
contexts, such as the graphical novel, video 
games (both in 2010), interactive e-books 
(2011) or cinematography (2016).

The interplay between the so-called 
Austenmania and zombimania is an es-
sential factor in the increasing number of 
readers that seek the primary story. This 
return to the origins is, in fact, an appro-
priate way to access the canonicals: “the 
popular genre with zombies forces us to 
ask ourselves how the revisitations of the 
classics are possible nowadays. It is not 
only a question for literature teachers, but 
also one that exceeds academical borders, 

challenging to the mass culture and popu-
lar culture. [...] the mash-ups with zombies 
even manage to reactivate the interest in 
‘dead texts’ and to wake up to an artificial 
and grotesque life. [...] these mash-ups run 
as triggers of the literary reading and latch-
es of curiosity for the source-text.”6.

Mihaela Ursa analyses in a detailed 
way the beginning of both the novels, ar-
guing that all these transmediations with 
zombies emphasise a perfect opportunity 
to discuss the formal mechanism of the 
mix or of the transmediality, because Pride 
and Prejudice is a pattern that shows us 
how some “dead” texts still live even after 
the books are forgotten through all the 
constellations that share the same narra-
tive world.

The second case study outlines the 
traces preserved in the transmedial (re)
interpretations that place Don Quixote 
in the centre of their attention. Two main 
reasons stay at the base of these Don Quix-
ote remakings. On one hand, the memora-
ble character survives due to the so-called 
“cinemitifications”. On the other hand, the 
hero becomes a privileged figure of the fan-
dom or of the fan fiction culture. The last 
one is responsible not only for the charac-
ter’s conversion from an unknown to a star, 
but also for a general literary consumption: 
“we are situated nowadays in a generalised 
fandom, because, without belonging to the 
same group of cultural consumption, we of-
fer daily representations of the fan fictions 
on the social platforms, through our own 
posts and stories”7. Of course, the content 
transfer is almost easy to make because of 
the multimedia shape of Cervantes’s novel. 

Don Quixote’s example (the same as 
Shakespeare’s, the third case study of the 
book) is relevant even for the powerful 
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relationship between elitist (id est canon-
ical) literature and popular culture. In fact, 
the idea of using popular culture in order 
to support the value of literature (canoni-
cal or not) is not recent at all. The famous 
character from the seventeenth century is 
a sample from the popular culture and, at 
the same time, a transmedial work before 
the century of media technologies and 
mechanisms.

The last case study investigates a dou-
ble process of transmediation, starting from 
Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew up to 
the film remakes and further to movie post-
ers. The entire evolution suffers due to ideo-
logical appropriations and misinterpreta-
tions, especially when the poster that should 
“sell” the movie takes into consideration the 
values appreciated by the public instead of 
the faithfulness to the original. Mihaela 
Ursa renews some observations regarding 
the Shakespearean unfinished masterpiece, 
remarks included in Eroticon’s chapter enti-
tled “Despre cum ajunge teribila Catarina o 
biată păsărică”8 [“About how terrible Kath-
erina became a poor birdie”]. Consequently, 
there are more possibilities of remaking the 
play, conceiving the main character such as 
tame, ironical or rewarded Katherina. 

Mihaela Ursa analyses more film re-
makes of the The Taming of the Shrew, from 
Hollywood interpretations9 to the films 

directed by Franco Zeffirelli (1967, with 
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton), Gil 
Junger (10 Things I Hate about You, 1999, 
with Julia Stiles and Heath Ledger) and 
so on. All of them should be understood 
as a proof of the prevalence of the canon-
ics. Instead of blaming the artefacts of the 
popular culture, “the classic texts must be 
read in the logic of their time, but the logic 
of their time is not mandatory to contextu-
alise in the observer’s contemporaneity. In 
the present case, Katherina’s story provides 
arguments to those who read it as an au-
todidact victory upon masculine hypocrisy, 
but the price of this victory is paid in the 
currency of the time, and her evolution is 
sprinkled by elements meanwhile brought 
to the light in all their violence and evil 
they express”10. The transmediality is, 
therefore, not only a way to Shakespeare’s 
masterpieces, but also a mechanism of 
bringing them back to the present life and 
public interest.

Overall, a study like Mihaela Ursa’s 
Indisciplina ficțiunii reminds us that instead 
of mourning the canonical literature, those 
who teach literature could (and should) use 
the recycled ‘waste’ in popular culture for 
consolidating the basic practice of reading. 
The transmedial approach means and in-
volves certain benefits for literature, other-
wise forced to a certain non-existence.
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